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Lean Six Sigma For Dummies

Maximise the quality and efficiency of your organisation with Lean Six Sigma Are you looking to
make your organisation more effective and productive? If you answered "yes," you need to change
the way it thinks. Combining the leading improvement methods of Six Sigma and Lean, this winning
technique drives performance to the next levelâ€”and this friendly and accessible guide shows you
how. The third edition of Lean Six Sigma For Dummies outlines the key concepts of this strategy
and explains how you can use it to get the very best out of your team and your business. The
jargon-crowded language and theory of Lean Six Sigma can be intimidating for both beginners and
experienced users. Written in plain English and packed with lots of helpful examples, this
easy-to-follow guide arms you with tools and techniques for implementing Lean Six Sigma and
offers guidance on everything from policy deployment to managing change in your
organisationâ€”and everything in between. Gives you plain-English explanations of complicated
jargon Serves as a useful tool for businesspeople looking to make their organisation more effective
Helps you achieve goals with ease and confidence Provides useful hands-on checklists Whether
you want to manage a project more tightly or fine-tune existing systems and processes, the third
edition of Lean Six Sigma For Dummies makes it easier to achieve your business goals.
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I am enjoying the book and learning a lot. However, I have the Kindle version and many of the

charts and tables are un-readable in this format, and there are a lot of them. If you are thinking
about purchasing this book I would recommend the hard-cover version so you can read the charts
and tables.

It doesn't give you a complete LSS education but that would be too much to ask for from a "For
Dummies" book. It gives a very good overview of the important concepts and it directs you to
resources where you can learn more. There is a lot of statistical analysis involved in LSS and the
book doesn't include too much related to that. If you want a broad overview of the concepts or
you're looking to review, then this is a great resource. If you're looking for the complete story on
LSS then you should take a class or at least get some more detailed textbooks. But if you don't want
to spend a ton of money then this is good enough.

Gives a pretty good overview of Six Sigma. I'm a newbie to the subject and had a colleague confuse
me to no end attempting to explain concepts that the book somewhat cleared up for me. I would
recommend the book to a beginner as it does give a solid foundation of the material. However, if
you're already familiar with the processes it's not a bad book to give you a little more depth. The
author's did an okay job, will be looking for more material on the subject on though.

This book is great for those of us who are sick and tired of hearing buzzwords in the industry. Just
show me how to make my processes more effective and successful without all the jargon and hype!
And, that is what this book does.

I loved this book. It was a very easy read and really helped you to understand and apply the Lean
priniciples. I would definitely recommend you purchasing this book. It has also prompted me to go
for my Black Belt in Lean Six Sigma.

Well written and takes a dry as dust subject and gives it a little life. But only a little. However, the
book is clear and easy to follow for a newbie to the subject and I would recommend to anyone
wanting to understand and have a good overview with a fair amount of depth as well. I'm on my 2nd
reading.

I bought this as the mnemonic stand-in rather than oaying the outrageous cost of the text book the
instructor wanted me to buy. I recommend a full LSS course if you want to really learn the principles,

but for a handbook to remind you of the main techniques, this is just fine.

I found Lean Six Sigma For Dummies, an easy to read introduction, to a potentially difficult subject.
There are some very good examples and tips throughout the book and I thoroughly recommend it to
all levels of supervision looking to improve their management skills!
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